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, $(R, m, k)$ $P>0$ Noetherian local ring , $k$
.
$R$ $a$ , tight closure $a^{*}$ . , $x\in R$
$x\in a^{*}$ , $\exists c\in R^{0}=R-\bigcup_{\mathfrak{p}\in{\rm Min}(R)P}$ such that $cx^{p^{n}}\in\alpha^{[p^{n}]}$
for $n\gg 0$ . , $a=(a_{1}, a_{2)}\ldots a_{m})$ $\alpha^{[\rho^{n}]}=(a_{1}^{p^{n}}$ , $a_{2}^{p^{n}}$ , . . . , $a_{m^{n}}^{p})$ .
, skew polynomial ring tight closure
.
1. $A$ $R$ skew polynomial ring (of Frobenius type)
.
$A=R[X;f]=R\{X\}/(Xr-r^{p}X|r\in R)$
, $A$ ( ) $X$ $R$ , $Xr=$
$r^{p}X(r\in R)$ .




$(a)A$ left Noetherian $\Leftrightarrow R$ .
$(b)A$ right Noetherian $\Leftrightarrow R$ Artin .
$A$ .
, $A$ $I$ , $R$ $I_{0}\subseteq I_{1}\subseteq I_{2}\subseteq\cdots$
, $I=I_{0}+I_{1}X+I_{2}X^{2}+\cdots$ . (Cf. [1]).
$A$ tight closure .
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3. $a\subseteq R,$ $x\in R$ ,
$x\in a^{*}\Leftrightarrow cX^{n}Ax\subseteq a$ for some $c\in R^{0}$ and $n\in$ N.
associated primes (Asst
.
4. $A$ $M$ $x$ , ann $(Ax)=\{c\in A|cAx=0\}$





Asst $(M)=$ { $\mathfrak{p}\in SpecR\cup\{R\}|\mathfrak{p}=a(Ax)$ for some $x\neq 0\in M$ }
$a(Ax)(x\neq 0\in M)$ $\mathfrak{p}$
, , $\mathfrak{p}\in$ Asst $(M)$
. , $M\neq 0$ Asst $(M)\neq\emptyset$ .
.
5. $A$ $0arrow Larrow Marrow Narrow 0$ ,
$(a)Asst(L)\subseteq Asst(M)$
$(b)p\in Asst(M)-Asst(L)\Rightarrow\exists q\supseteq \mathfrak{p}$ such that $q\in Asst(N)$
$(c)p\in Asst(M)-Asst(N)\Rightarrow\exists q\supseteq p$ such that $q\in Asst(L)$
, $R\not\in Asst(M)$ , $X$ $M$
. , $R\in Asst(M)$ $RX^{n}Ax=0$ $x\neq 0\in M$ .
$X^{n}x=0$ $X$ . $Xx=0$ $x\neq 0$
$RXAx=0$ , $a(Ax)=R$ .
.
6. $N\subseteq M$ $A$ essential extension , $\mathfrak{p}\in Asst(M)$




7. $M$ $A$ . , $\mathfrak{p}\in Asst(J/I)$
, $\mathfrak{p}=a(Ax)$ $x\neq 0\in M$ .
: $y=y_{r}+y_{r+1}+\cdots+y_{s}\neq 0\in M(y_{i}\in M_{i})$ $\mathfrak{p}=a(Ay)$
. , $a(Ay)= \bigcap_{y;\neq 0}a(Ay_{i})$ . $\mathfrak{p}$
$\mathfrak{p}=\alpha(Ay_{i})$ $i(r\leq i\leq s)$ . I
$X$ .
8. $S=\{X^{n}|n\in N\}$ . $M$ $A$ , $xM=SxM/\sim t$
. , $(X^{n}, a)\sim t(X^{m}, b)\Leftrightarrow\exists r>n,$ $m;X^{r-n}a=X^{r-m}b$ .
$S$ Ore condition , $xA$ , $xM$ $xA$
. .
9.
$(a)R^{\infty}= \bigcup_{n\geq 0}R_{red}^{p^{-n}}$ ( $R$ ) , $xA\cong R^{\infty}[X,$ $X^{-1}$ ; $f|=$
$\Sigma_{n\in N}R^{\infty}X^{n}$ . $x^{A=R^{\infty}[X,X^{-1};f|}$ .
$(b)$ $R$ $X$ $R$ Frobenius $A$
$R_{1}$ . , $(R^{\infty})_{1}$ . $xA$
$x(R_{1})\cong(R^{\infty})_{1}$ .
$S$ $R$ , , $S$
, $S^{-1}A=AS^{-1}=(S^{-1}R)[X;f]$ .
injective $A$ .
10. (cf. [1]) $E=\Sigma_{n\in Z}E_{n}$ $A$ . $R\not\in$ Asst $(E)$
, $(a)-(e)$ .
$(a)E$ $A$ injective .
$(b)E$ $xA$ injective .
$(c)E_{0}$ injective $R^{\infty}$ , $E=\Sigma_{n\in Z}X^{n}E_{0}$ .
( , $X^{n}E_{0}$ $E_{0}$ , $R^{\infty}$ $r$ $X^{n}E_{0}$ $E_{0}$
$r^{p^{-n}}$ $R^{\infty}$ . , $rX^{n}e=X^{n}r^{p^{-n}}e(r\in$
$R^{\infty},$ $e\in E_{0}$ ) . )
$(d)E_{0}$ injective $R^{\infty}$ , $R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]$
$E\cong\underline{Hom}_{R^{\infty}}(R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f], E_{0})$
.
( , $\underline{Hom}$ graded $Hom$ . , $R^{\infty}[X,$ $X^{-1}$ ; $f|$
$M=\Sigma M_{n}$ $R^{\infty}$ $N$ , $\underline{Hom}_{R}\infty(M, N)$ $R^{\infty}[X,$ $X^{-1}$ ; $f|$
$\Sigma_{n}Hom_{R^{\infty}}(M_{-n}, N)$ . )
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$(e)E_{0}$ injective $R^{\infty}$ , $R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]$
$E\cong R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]\otimes_{R}\infty E_{0}$
.
:
$(a)\Rightarrow(c)$ : $(a)$ , $X$ $E_{n}arrow E_{n+1}(n\in \mathbb{N})$
.
$R\not\in Asst(E)$ . .
$y\in E_{n+1}$ $A$ $\varphi$ : $Aarrow E$ $\varphi(a)=ay(a\in A)$
. $E$ $A$ injective
$A$ $\psi$ .
$0arrow Aarrow^{X\text{ }\yen iiaI_{2}^{\backslash }\ddagger\#|y\text{ }}A$
$\varphi\downarrow$ $\psi\downarrow$
$E$ $=$ $E$
, $y=\varphi(1)=\psi(1\cross X)=X\psi(1)\in XE$ , $y\in XE_{n}$
. $E_{n+1}=XE_{n}$ $X$ .
$E$ $E= \sum_{n\in Z}X^{n}E_{0}$ .
$E=x^{E}$ . $x\in E$ $n\in N$ $X^{n}y=0$ ,
$y=0$ , $Earrow x^{E}$ . , $x^{E}$
$X^{-n}y(y\in E, n\in N)$ , $X^{n}x=y$
$x\in E$ , $X^{-n}y=x\in E$ . $Earrow xE$
. $E=xE$ . $E$
$x^{A}$ .
$x^{A=R^{\infty}[X,X^{-1};f]}$ , $E$ $E_{n}(n\in N)$ $R^{\infty}$
. $R^{\infty}$ $E_{0}$ .
$r^{p^{-n}}\in R^{\infty}(r\in R)$ $e\in E_{0}$ ,
$r^{p^{-n}}e=(X^{-n}rX^{n})e$
$E_{0}$ $R^{\infty}$ injective . $(a)\Rightarrow(c)$
.
$R^{\infty}$ $a$ $a$ $E_{0}$ $R^{\infty}$ $g$ : $aarrow E_{0}$
. $R^{\infty}$ . $g$
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$\varphi$ : $R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]\alphaarrow E$ .
$\varphi(rX^{n}a)=rX^{n}g(a)$ $(r\in R^{\infty}, a\in a)$
$\varphi$ well-defined $A$
. $(a)$ $\varphi$ $A$ $\psi$ : $R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]arrow E$
. $\psi$ $R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f]$ $0$ $R^{\infty}$ $h$
. $h$ : $R^{\infty}arrow E_{0}$ . $h$ $R^{\infty}$ , $h$ $\alpha$
$g$ . $E_{0}$ $R^{\infty}$ injective ,
$(a)\Rightarrow(c)$ .
$(c)\Rightarrow(d)$ : $(c)$ $E=\Sigma_{n}X^{n}E_{0}$ ,
.
$\underline{Hom}_{R^{\infty}}(R^{\infty}[X, X^{-1} ; f], E_{0})=\sum_{n\in Z}Hom_{R^{\infty}}(R^{\infty}X^{n}, E_{0})=\sum_{n\in Z}X^{-n}E_{0}=E$
$(d)$ .
$(d)\Rightarrow(b)$ : $B=\Sigma_{n}B_{n}$ $B_{0}$ ( ) , $G$
injective $B_{0}$ , $\underline{Hom}_{B_{0}}(B, G)$ $B$ injective
. $xA$ injective $R^{\infty}$ $E_{0}$ .
$(b)\Rightarrow(a)$ : $A$ $I$ $I$ $E$ $A$ $\varphi$
. $E$ injective , $\varphi$ $A$
. $X$ $x^{A}$ $x\varphi$ : $x^{I}arrow xE$ .
$E$ $xA$ $xE=E$ . ( $(a)\Rightarrow(c)$
. ) $(b)$ $x\varphi$ $xA$ $\psi$ : $xAarrow E$ . $\varphi’=\psi|_{A}$
$\varphi’$ : $Aarrow E$ $A$ $\varphi’|_{I}=\varphi$ .
$(e)$ $(d)$ ( $(c)$ ) . 1
injective $A$ injective $R^{\infty}$
. $R$ regular local ring
injective $R^{\infty}$ .
$R$ tight closedness Asst .
[1] [2] .
11. $R$ $a$ 2 .
$(a)$ $n\in \mathbb{N}$ $a^{\lceil p^{n}]}$ $R$ tightly closed .
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$(b)$ Asst(A/Aa) $\subseteq{\rm Min}(R)$
, $A$ $M$ Asst $(M)\subseteq{\rm Min}(R)$
.
$Tarrow R$ . $A_{T}=T[X;f]arrow$
$A_{R}=R[X;f]$ . $A_{R}$ $M$ $A_{T}$
. $M$ $A_{R}$ (resp. $A_{T}$ ) Asst $Asst_{R}(M)$ (resp. $Asst_{T}(M)$ )
. $Asst_{T}(M)\subseteq Spec(T)\cup\{T\}$ .
.
12.
$(a)\mathfrak{p}\in Asst_{T}(M)\Rightarrow\exists \mathfrak{P}\in Asst_{R}(M)$ such that $\mathfrak{P}\supseteq \mathfrak{p}R$ .
$(b)\mathfrak{P}\in Asst_{R}(M)\Rightarrow\exists P\in Asst_{T}(M)$ such that $\mathfrak{p}\supseteq \mathfrak{P}\cap T$.
:
$(a)$ $P^{X^{n}A_{T^{X}}}=0$ $x\neq 0\in M$ $n\in N$ .
$\beta X^{n+m_{X}}=0(m\in N)$ , $R\mathfrak{p}X^{n+m_{X}}=0(m\in N)$ .
$\mathfrak{p}X^{n}A_{R}x=0$ , $PR\subseteq\alpha(A_{R}x)$ . $a(A_{R}x)$
Asst $R$ , $\mathfrak{P}\supseteq PR$ $\mathfrak{P}\in Asst_{R}(M)$
.
$(b)\mathfrak{P}X^{n}A_{R}x=0$ $x\neq 0$ $n\in N$ . $(\mathfrak{P}\cap T)X^{n}A_{T}x=0$ ,
$T\subseteq a(A_{T}x)$ . $(a)$ $T$ $\mathfrak{p}\in Asst_{T}(M)$
.
.
13. $Tarrow R$ .
$(*)\mathfrak{P}\in Spec(R)$ $\in{\rm Min}(R)\Leftrightarrow \mathfrak{P}\cap T\in{\rm Min}(T)$




HH. $R$ weakly F-regular ring , $\mathfrak{P}\in Spec(R)$ , $R_{\mathfrak{P}}$ weakly
F-regular .
11 , .
A. $\mathfrak{P}$ $R$ , $M$ $A_{R}$ . Ass$t(M)\subseteq{\rm Min}(R)$
, $(A_{R})_{\mathfrak{P}}(=A_{(R\mathfrak{p})})$ $M\sigma_{\beta}$ $Asst_{R\mathfrak{p}}(M_{\mathfrak{P}})\subseteq{\rm Min}(R_{\mathfrak{P}})$
.
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14. $R$ regular local ring A , HH regular
ring finite $R$ .
: $T$ regular ring, $T\subseteq R$ finite extension $R$ weakly F-regular .
$R$ CM . $T\subseteq R$ 13 $(^{*})$
. $\mathfrak{p}=\mathfrak{P}\cap T$ , $\tau_{\mathfrak{p}}\subseteq R_{\mathfrak{p}}$ $(^{*})$
.
, $R\mathfrak{p}$ semi-local ring $\mathfrak{P}R\mathfrak{p}$ . weak
F-regularity
, $R\sigma_{\beta}$ weakly F-regular $R_{\mathfrak{p}}$
. 11 , $R$ $a$
$Asst_{R_{\mathfrak{p}}}((A_{R}/A_{R}\alpha)_{\mathfrak{p}})\subseteq{\rm Min}(R_{\mathfrak{p}})$ . $M=A_{R}/A_{R}a$ , $R$
weakly F-regular 11 Asst $R(M)\subseteq{\rm Min}(R)$ , 13
$Asst_{T}(M)\subseteq{\rm Min}(T)$ . $A_{T}$ $M$ A
$Asst_{T_{\mathfrak{p}}}(M_{\mathfrak{p}})\subseteq{\rm Min}(T_{\mathfrak{p}})$ , 13 Asst $R_{\mathfrak{p}}(M_{\mathfrak{p}})\subseteq{\rm Min}(R_{\mathfrak{p}})$
. I
.
D. $R$ regular local ring, $S$ $R$ . $A=R[X;f]$
$I$ , $J=S^{-1}I\cap A$ . $J$ $A$
, $K$
.
$(a)$ $I=J\cap K$ $(b)$ $S^{-1}K=S^{-1}A$
E. $D$ $J/I\subseteq A/I$ $A$ essential
ex$t$ ension . $K\cap J=I$ $K\supsetneq I$
.
I. $R$ regular local ring, $s\subseteq R$ . $E$ $A$
injective , $E’=Ker(Earrow S^{-1}E)$ injective $A$
.
J. $R$ regular local ring, $S$ . $J$ $R^{\infty}$





, regular local ring A . 14
regular ring finite HH
.
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